
REF. LFP128

Price on request Apartment - For sale
Amazing apartment in Cascais close to Lisbon and Estoril.
Portugal »  Cascais & Estoril »  2750

3
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

155m²
Floorplan  

166m²
Plot size

+34 933 562 989 portugal@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Pau Claris 108, pral, Barcelona, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:portugal@lucasfox.com
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

A stunning newly built three bedroom apartment with a
modern cutting edge design and its own private garden in
the centre of Cascais

A stunning 3 bedroom apartment with a modern cutting edge design and its own
private garden in the centre of Cascais

This stylish closed condominium has been built to extremely high standards with the
best quality materials and a with a great attention to detail. There are 10 apartments
which have been built in a terraced style maximising the space available and making
for an architecturally impressive building.

The apartment has a large south facing living/dining room with large double doors
giving access to the private garden and allowing maximum light to flood into the
room. There is a stylish and modern designer kitchen which also has a large glass
door giving access to the veranda and a seperate laundry area.

The apartment has a master suite with fitted wardrobes, two further double
bedrooms with fitted wardrobes, a family bathroom and a further guest bathroom.
The bedrooms also have access to a private garden.

The apartment comes with airconditioning as standard, dоmotic controls, electric
shutters and video entry system. It has also been wired for TV, Internet and telephone
connections throughout. There are two allocated parking places and a lockable
storage unit included.

The location of this apartment could not be better being on a hill overlooking the Bay
of Cascais and walking distance to the town centre. Cascais itself is an ever popular
location for anyone who wants to live, work, retire or holiday in Portugal. There are
world class sports facilites including a new marina, four golf courses and some of the
best beaches in Europe all on your doorstep. It also has great shopping and many
excellent bars and restaurants. The capital of Portugal, Lisbon is also only 30
kilometres away and is well connected with road, rail and an international airport.

lucasfox.com/go/lfp128

Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden, Lift,
Parking
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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